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One of the essential capabilities of a smart distribution network is to improve network restoration performance using the postfault
islanding method. Islanding of the faulty area can be done ofine and online. Online islanding will decrease load shedding and
operation cost. In this study, a novel two-step mathematical method for system restoration after the fault is presented. A new
mathematical model for the optimal arrangement of the system for the faulty area in the frst layer is proposed. In this layer, the
main objective is to decrease the distribution system’s load shedding and operational costs. In this regard, after the fault event, the
boundary of the islandedMGs is determined.Ten, in the second layer, the problem of unit commitment in the smart distribution
network is addressed. In addition to the load shedding, optimal planning of energy storage systems (ESSs) and nondispatchable
distributed generation (DG) resource rescheduling are also determined in this layer. Te important advantages of the proposed
approach are low execution time and operational costs. A demand response (DR) program has also been used for optimal system
restoration. Solving the problem using the multiobjective method with the epsilon-constraint method is another goal of the paper,
which simultaneously minimizes the cost and the emissions of the smart distribution network. Te proposed model has been
tested on an IEEE 33-bus system. Better performance of the proposed model compared to the techniques in the literature has been
proven.

1. Introduction

To develop renewable resources and reduce concerns about
the problem of environmental pollution and the increasing
use of the smart grid, government incentives aimed at de-
veloping distributed generations and implementing demand
response programs have a signifcant efect. Some smart grid
goals include the following: participation of distributed
generation resources at the distribution network level, the
use of electrical storage resources to participate in DR
programs, responding to real-time loads and prices, self-
healing, and smart protection.

One of the important capabilities of smart grids is service
restoration in the event of a fault in the power systems.
Optimal restoration is carried out with the aim of

minimizing load shedding. Also, all system constraints
should be considered. Te system’s ability to quickly detect
faults, take necessary actions to reduce the adverse efects of
faults, and quickly restore the system to a stable operating
state is defned as self-healing [1]. Te structure of the smart
grid, while implementing the self-healing strategy, is cate-
gorized into smart transmission grid, smart distribution
grid, and smart MGs [2]. Te method of diferential evo-
lution algorithm is chosen in [3] to optimize the perfor-
mance of network MGs in self-healing mode. Te evolving
search space method for new confgurations is performed by
combining graph theory and a heuristic method [4]. To
restore service to the maximum customers afected due to
the contingency, a fuzzy multiagent system was used in the
distribution system [5]. In [6], an adaptive restoration
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decision support system based on a two-step MILP problem
has been used to address the challenging online restoration
problem. In [7], a self-healing control strategy is proposed
that includes fault detection, fault localization, faulted area
isolation, and power restoration in the electrical distribution
system. In [8], a voltage control method is presented based
on a comprehensive architectural model consisting of sev-
eral distributed photovoltaic resources and management
systems that support network reconfguration after the self-
healing operation. A self-healing approach is presented in
[9], which evaluates the robustness of networked MGs
during the islanded mode. Network fexibility and resilience
are essential in risky events such as bad weather conditions
and cyberattacks. A mixed-integer linear optimization
method is proposed to achieve self-healing operation to
minimize load shedding [10]. Concepts related to the self-
healing capability of smart grids include transmission,
distribution, MGs, transient stability, and cyberattack [11].

In many studies, the process of energy distribution
system management has been investigated. Te optimal
model for self-healing management in active distribution
systems, including electric vehicles (EVs), renewable energy
sources, and DR programs, is presented in [10]. In [12], with
the aim of day-ahead planning of a smart distribution
system, a comprehensive operating method has been made
for normal and emergency conditions. In [13], the daily
optimal scheduling problem of networked MGs using
a metaheuristic algorithm under uncertainties of renewable
energy systems and loads is investigated in a proposed
energy management system. In [14], the authors have
studied the energy consumption management of a rural MG
in the optimization framework based on a new stochastic
method to balance generation and demand.

Recently, DR programs have been converted into an
essential interest for researchers. A variety of loads, such as
industrial, commercial, and residential, in the DR programs,
can help to introduce them as fexible and smart loads [15].
Te authors in [16] have investigated the efect of DR
programming simultaneously with the multi-MG-based
operation of smart distribution systems. A step-wise DR
program has been used in the energy management system
for an isolated structure of networked MGs. Scenario-based
analysis has dealt with the uncertainty of renewable energy
sources and loads [17]. In [18], an ESS, an MG consisting of
a combined heating and cooling system, photovoltaic power
generation, and the response load are implemented to check
the optimal scheduling process of these units. In [19], the
efectiveness of DR programs and local load energy supply
bymicrogrid based on renewable resources has been studied.
Te authors in [20] present a method to evaluate the way of
real-time energy management in smart grids. A multi-
objective approach is used to implement a DR program
considering the power grid’s load factor and residential
users’ energy costs [21]. In [22], an energy management
toolbox for the buildings connected to the electric grid has
been modeled.

Various studies have dealt with faults in the self-healing
mode and focused on island building. In [23], the efect of
EVs on improving the self-healing properties in an islanding

mode in the power grid is evaluated. A real-time self-healing
scheme with measurement and model-based algorithms has
been proposed [24] to deal with severe power system
disturbances.

An MG is a structure that can be connected or dis-
connected from the main grid. MGs are usually switched to
the islanded mode due to economic problems, maintenance
purposes, and network faults. When an outage occurs, MGs
can operate in islanded mode or grid-connected mode. MGs
downstream of the grid can act as a standalone source for
their customers by disconnecting from the network [25]. In
[26], an optimal self-healingmethod forMG islanding under
diferent scenarios has been investigated, an islanded MG
optimization scheduling focused on frequency adjustment of
units, and DR is proposed. A novel concept of conventional
droop control is developed as a fast droop controller in [27]
cooperation with a modern frequency controller to ensure
the reliability of the microgrid system. In [28], an optimal
integral proportional control method is used in an island
microgrid. Te diferent categories for intentional islanding
of MG at the point of standard coupling have been analyzed
in [29]. In the self-healing scheme for the reconfguration of
smart distribution networks with the presence of DGs,
a heuristic algorithm with a tree structure is used [30]. An
energy management system with convex relaxation has been
developed in [31] for an islanded MG that optimizes its
operating cost. An optimal method for energy management
is used in [32], which increases the reliability of an MG
structure and considers the proft of small network owners.
A comprehensive study of diferent MG control methods,
such as hierarchical control of the islanded MGs, has been
carried out in [33].

Tere are various methods to optimize the energy
management of MGs by considering the technical con-
straints, which can be mentioned using mathematical ap-
proaches or heuristic optimization techniques. A
mathematical approach for enhancing the resiliency of the
MG energy management system, based on islanded mode,
has been developed [34]. In [35], a mathematical model for
renewable energy penetration in an island MG, in the
presence of DR and ES, is proposed to mitigate the im-
balance of supply and demand due to the intermittent nature
of renewable production. Te authors in [36] provide an
overview of optimization and mathematical modeling of the
DR algorithm and its implementation at various levels in the
smart grid. Te study in [37] proposes a performance
analysis of power system parameters, including the voltage,
frequency, real and reactive power, and phase angle, to
detect the island using mathematical morphology. In [38],
a new strategy for MG protection based on mathematical
morphology is introduced. Te proposed scheme was in-
vestigated for islanded systems and grid connected with loop
and radial confgurations. In [39], a two-step method is used
that, in the frst layer, solves a mixed-integer linear pro-
gramming (MILP) problem and, in the second layer, solves
a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem. In [40], a two-
stage stochastic program has been used, which optimizes the
output power of WTs and PVs and load consumption in the
frst stage and adjusts production in the second stage with
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suitable scenarios based on the output power of renewable
sources. In [41, 42], a two-step method is used. In the frst
step, graph theory integrated with the binary particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithm is utilized to determine the
optimal arrangement of the distribution system. In the
second step of a nonlinear model, the unit commitment
problem is solved mathematically [41]. Te models pre-
sented in [39–42] have a very high execution time due to
their nonlinearity, and it is practically impossible to use
these models in large systems. On the other hand, due to
intelligent algorithms, achieving the optimal solution will
not be guaranteed. However, in the present study, a new
linearized two-step method is used. Te proposed model is
solved using mathematical solvers. Te proposed model also
uses a load-shedding tool integrated with DR schemes,
while, in [39–42], DR-based methods were not used.

Te online island construction method retrieves the
service in the fault zone in the proposed scheme. In the
online islanding manner, the boundaries of island MGs and
the number of MGs are determined optimally after the fault
in a part of the distribution system. After the fault occurs, the
fault line is isolated. Ten, the optimal island MG is de-
termined by closing the tie switches and opening switches in
the faulty area. In addition to creating an optimal island
operation, the radial condition of the system is maintained.
Terefore, several tie switches may be closed, and several
switches may be opened. Of course, upstream network
switches are not in planning optimal MG confguration in
the faulty area. Because the faulty area will be connected to
the upstream network, the system will no longer act as an
island. While in the proposed method, the performance of
the system in the faulty area is considered based on the
formation of one/multiple islands. Terefore, in the frst
layer, islanded MGs will be formed via the formation of
optimal MGs using a linear mathematical model. In the
second layer, the unit commitment problem of smart dis-
tribution systems is solved by the optimal arrangement
formed in the frst step. At this stage, the unit commitment
problem integrated with load-shedding tools and DR
schemes is solved mathematically using a linear model. One
of the advantages highlighted by the proposed method is
using an optimal approach that can signifcantly decrease the
execution time of the problem and achieve an optimal so-
lution. Also, in the proposed model, all possible tools, such
as smart load shedding, DR, various DG resources, and ESS,
have been used for optimal restoration.

Another issue that we will discuss in this study is
emissions. In multiobjective modeling, the increase in in-
vestors’ profts, along with the reduction of environmental
pollutants, has become more prominent. Terefore, a solu-
tion that only maximizes the total proft or minimizes the
total scheduling costs may not be suitable for power grids
alone. Tus, the multiobjective framework is proposed for
solving the problem mentioned above, considering emis-
sions. Te multiobjective method is used in articles, such as
[43, 44], to maximize profts and minimize emissions. Te
authors in [43] investigate the role of the renewable-based
VPP in maximizing proft and minimizing emissions in
a two-objective manner. Te authors in [44] solve the bilevel

problem with the augmented epsilon-constraint method in
a biobjective way, which minimizes the emission of virtual
power plant units and maximizes the proft. In the epsilon-
constraint method, the primary objective function is des-
ignated the leading objective, while the second to n-th
objectives are constrained to a specifc maximum value.
Altering this value can result in multiple solutions, some of
which may not exhibit efciency. It should be noted that
none of the papers devoted to solving the problem of service
restoration of a smart distribution network has incorporated
multiobjective issues.

Te main components of the article are described as
follows:

(i) Providing a novel mathematical model for solving
the reconfguration problem of a smart distribution
system after a fault.
In literature, intelligent algorithms, graph theory,
and nonlinear models have mainly been used in the
frst layer. However, this paper uses a new linear
model for reconfguration after the fault. Te pro-
posed model leads to a decrease in the solution time
and optimal solutions.

(ii) Solving the unit commitment problem in a smart
distribution system with smart load shedding and
DR tools.
In the second layer, the unit commitment problem
is solved by DG rescheduling and responsive loads.
Te proposed linear model leads to an optimal
response at low solution times like the frst layer.
Execution time is essential in the restoration
problem.

(iii) Creating optimal islanded MGs in the faulty area.
Another advantage of the proposed method is the
creation of optimal MGs after the fault; while, in the
methods with the islanding approach in the liter-
ature, MGs are formed ofine. Online formation of
MGs is essential because, according to the available
resources and the fault location, the boundaries of
MGs are formed, which will lead to a reduction in
load shedding of the distribution systems.

(iv) Providing mathematical modeling and new objec-
tive functions for the restoration problem of the
smart distribution system problem.

(v) A multiobjective model is introduced to minimize
the cost and emission in the smart distribution
network based on the epsilon-constraint method.

In the following, two-layer linear mathematical mod-
eling is used. Te formulation of the model is described in
Section 3. Section 4 is related to case studies and results, and
fnally, in the last section, the conclusion is presented.

2. Proposed Approach

Te assumptions for optimizing the problem according to
the study of references [19, 22, 23, 45] are mentioned as
follows:
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(i) Te system under consideration is balanced.
(ii) Reactive load distribution is omitted.
(iii) Te penetration factor of microturbines (MTs) is

considered to be one. Tis means that they cannot
work in overload conditions.

(iv) Tere are energy storage and dispatchable and
nondispatchable DG in a smart distribution net-
work. Storage is essential in smart distribution
systems because these resources, due to their very
high response speed, can overcome the uncertainty
of nondispatchable DG resources. Another factor in
a smart distribution network is the ability to run DR
programs. In this paper, DR is used for the optimal
restoration of distribution systems. In this paper,
home devices are divided into two categories: un-
controllable devices and controllable devices.
Controllable devices are divided into shiftable loads
as the frst priority, interruptible loads as the second
priority, and adjustable loads as the third priority.
Shiftable loads (frst priority), such as a microwave,
can be transfered for use another time. When these
devices start working, they should continue to work
without stopping until their work cycle is com-
pleted. Interruptible loads (second priority), such as
a vacuum cleaner, can also be interrupted at any
time. Adjustable loads (third priority) such as
a refrigerator can be reduced in emergency
situations.

In this paper, a two-step algorithm is presented. In the
frst step, the restoration of the distribution system is

achieved by a new linear model. In the second step, the unit
commitment problem of distribution systems is solved by
the optimal arrangement created in the frst step. Ten, the
load-shedding tool is used on responsive loads. Resched-
uling of dispatchable DG resources is also carried out. If the
condition of balance is not met through the reduction of
responsive loads and rescheduling of DG resources, the load
will be curtailed. Of course, load shedding with high priority
will impose more costs on the operation of distribution
systems. Te proposed solution algorithm is shown in
Figure 1.

3. Formulation

Tis step presents a novel objective function to solve the
restoration problem. In objective function (1), term 1 is the
penalty for voltage deviation from the allowable amount. In
this term, the values are in the form of per unit. Te cdelv is
the voltage deviation coefcient penalty in dollars. Term 2 is
the proft from the sale of electricity to customers. Terms 3 to
6 show the cost of load shedding of the frst, second, and
third priorities and load outage, respectively. Power fow in
the lines of each MG is described in term 7. x(k.j) � 0 does
not mean the line will be cut, but rather that the current on
the line can be zero. In other words, x(k.j) � 0 means the
line between the buses and is a candidate of boundary lines
between two self-adequate MGs with minimized generation-
load imbalance [40].

Tis item minimizes the total number of connected lines
that lead to island MGs.
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In the frst term, the voltage may deviate higher or lower
than the nominal voltage.Terefore, the absolute value must
be used. If the absolute value of the objective function is not
used, the minimum allowable voltage should be used. Since
the absolute value causes the model to be nonlinear, the
absolute value must be converted to a linear relationship. In

the frst term of equation (2), the value xp(k, t) + xn(k, t) is
substituted. Tere are two positive variables. Tese two
variables can be converted from a nonlinear model to
a linear model by modeling the value of voltage deviation
with the help of equation (3).
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(2)

∆Vk,t � xp(k, t) − xn(k, t). (3)

Te following equation shows the allowable voltage value
on each bus:
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1 − ∆v≤Vk,t ≤ 1 + ∆v. (4)

Te active power fow equation is expressed in equation
(5). Tis relationship is nonlinear and makes the solver not
reach the desired answer. For this reason, the continuation
of the formulation of this relation will be linear.

Pk,j,t � Xk,j Vk,t 
j

Vj,t Gk,j cos θkj,t + Bk,j sin θkj,t ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, ∀ k.

(5)

Due to the nonlinearity of the power fow equations in
(5) and (6), these two relations are linearized as follows. To
linearize, the following assumptions must be met:

(i) Te voltage is always close to the nominal value.
(ii) Te voltage angle diference is negligible. Terefore,

sin θk � θk and cos θk � 1 can be considered.

Terefore, the voltage of a bus can be expressed as
follows:

Vk,t � 1 + ∆Vk,t. (6)

Voltage changes must be within the allowable range
(∆Vmin ≤∆Vk ≤∆Vmax). Terefore, according to equations
(5)–(7), they change as follows:

Pk,j,t � 
j

1 + ∆Vk,t + ∆Vj,t  Gk,j + Bk,j.θkj,t , ∀ k.

(7)

Due to the multiplication of the two variables, equations
(8) and (9) are still nonlinear. Since numerical results
∆Vk,t.θkj,t and ∆Vj,t.θkj,t are expected to be very insignifcant.
Terefore, these nonlinear terms are removed from equation
(8), which are fnally equation (10) linear relation of the power
fow equation.

Pk,j,t � 
j

1 + ∆Vk,t + ∆Vj,t Gk,j + Bk,j,t.θkj,t , ∀ k.

(8)

Te transmission power of each line exists if the switch is
closed (Xk,j �1) and should be zero if the switch is open
(Xk,j � 0). For this reason, by using the large M method and
multiplying this binary variable by the injected active power
in relation (9), this condition will be guaranteed.

Pk,j,t ≤M × Xk,j. (9)

Te active power balance equation can be seen in the
following equation:

Pk,j,t � p
G
k,t + p

E
k,t − p

D
k,t + p

WT
k,t + p

PV
k,t + p

ESc
k,t − p

ESd
k,t . (10)

Te battery storage at low-load times helps to reduce the
load shedding on the distribution system by storing energy
and discharging during peak times. In the below, the limit of
discharge and charge is represented.

−P
ch,max
k λk,t ≤p

E
k,t ≤P

dch,max
k ϕk,t. (11)

Te battery storage can only be discharged or charged by
the following equation:

λk,t + ϕk,t ≤ 1. (12)

Te battery charging mode is mentioned in the following
equation:

SOCk,t � SOCk,t−1 −
T

ECk

ϕk,tp
E
k,tπ

−1
d + λk,tp

E
k,tπc . (13)

Teminimum and maximum battery charge statuses are
expressed as follows:

0≤ SOCk,t ≤ SOC
max
k . (14)

Te operating range related to the output power of MTi
at time t is given in (15).

pg
(k,t)

and pg(k,t) express the minimum and maximum

time-dependent operating range, respectively. It is not
necessary that two variables are equal to pgmin

k,t and pgmax
k,t .

start 

Enter the distribution systems 
parameters

Are there a permanent fault in the 
distribution system? Normal operation

Solving the unit commitment problem 
for the smart distribution system in the 
determined optimal arrangement in the 

first layer

Is there the power balance?

End

Determining rescheduling of DG and 
storage resources

Yes

No

Yes
No

Choose the best system arrangement 
after the fault

Determining the amount of load 
shedding or curtailment

Figure 1: Proposed fowchart.
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Te lower and upper limits of operation pg
(k,t)

and

pg(k,t) are described in (16) and (18). Te up/down level

constraints of MT ramps are shown in relations (17) and
(19).

pg
(k,t)
≤ pg(k,t) ≤ pg(k,t), (15)

pg(k,t) ≤ pg
max
k,t uk,t − zk,t+1  + SDkzk,t+1, (16)

pg(k,t) ≤ pg(k,t−1) + RUkuk,t−1 + SUkyk,t, (17)

pg
(k,t)
≥ pgmin

k,t uk,t, (18)

pg
(k,t)
≤ pg(k,t−1) + RDkuk,t + SDkzk,t. (19)

In (20) and (21), the costs related to the shutdown and
start-up of MTs are stated. Tese costs are used in the
planning of MTs and the objective function in (1) and (2).

SDC(k, t) � sdk zk,t, (20)

STC(k, t) � suk yk,t. (21)

Te on-of status of unit i at time t is determined by ui,t.
Te shutdown and start-up of MTs are also represented by
zi,t and yi,t. On and of constraints of MTs are described in
(22) and (23), respectively. However, these two relations
make the model to a nonlinear model. To linearize the
minimum shutdown limit, linearized relations (24)–(26)
instead of (22) are used. In (24), the shutdown and start-up
of the MTare limited to the MTs on-of state in the last time.
Equation (25) shows that the MT turns of or on at time t,

and both states cannot occur simultaneously. Equation (26)
also indicates that ui,t, yi,t, and zi,t are binary variables.

yk,t−1 − UTk  × uk,t−1 − uk,t ≥ 0, (22)

yk,t−1 − DTk  × uk,t − uk,t−1 ≤ 0, (23)

yk,t − zk,t � uk,t − uk,t−1, (24)

yk,t + zk,t ≤ 1, (25)

yk,t, zk,t, uk,t ∈ 0, 1{ }. (26)

Equations (27)–(30) represent the minimum stay-on
limit of each MT.



ξi

t�1
1 − uk,t  � 0, (27)



Γ+UTk−1

t�Γ
uk,t ≥UTkyk,Γ,∀ Γ � ξk + 1, . . . , T − UTk + 1, (28)



T

t�Γ
uk,t − yk,t ≥ 0,∀ Γ � T − UTk + 2, . . . , T, (29)

ξk � min T, UTk − U
0
k uk,t . (30)

Equations (31)–(34) also indicate the minimum shut-
down time of each MT.



ξk

t�1
uk,t � 0, (31)



Γ+DTi−1

t�Γ
1 − uk,t ≥DTk zk,Γ, ∀ Γ � ξk + 1, . . . , T − DTk + 1,

(32)



T

t�Γ
1 − uk,t − zk,t ≥ 0, ∀ Γ � T − DTΓ + 2, . . . , T, (33)

ξk � min T, DTk − S
0
k  1 − uk,t�0  . (34)

Te load power in each bus (pD
i,t) consists of the total

power of home appliances based on diferent priorities as
follows (35).

Te task of the load collector is to combine the power of
the devices of diferent priorities on diferent buses and, at
any moment, give the total energy of the distribution net-
work in each priority to the DSM controller. Equation (36)
shows that the whole load shedding by the priority on each
bus is less than the total power of the priority device 1 of all
the houses on each bus. Equations (37) and (38) also show
the load-shedding constraints for priority loads 2 and 3,
respectively. Equation (39) shows the load outage of un-
controlled loads.

p
D
k,t � Pload1D

k,t + Pload2D
k,t + Pload3D

k,t + Pload4D
k,t, (35)

0≤P
LS1
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D
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0≤P
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k,t ≤ Pload2

D
k,t, (37)

0≤P
LS3
k,t ≤ Pload3

D
k,t, (38)

0≤P
LS4
k,t ≤ Pload4

D
k,t. (39)

However, the unit commitment problem in the new
system must be resolved after the restoration. At this stage,
planning is carried out for dispatchable DG and ESS re-
sources. Also, the amount of load shedding is determined at
this step.

In the objective function of the second layer, all the
practical objectives in modeling the problem of unit com-
mitment problem are considered. In the objective function
(40), the frst to third terms show the cost of production and
shutdown and start-up of MTs. Term 4 shows the proft of
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customers’ sales. Terms 5 to 8 show the cost of load shedding
based on priorities 1 to 3 and load outage.Te cost of buying
electricity from the upstream network is stated in term 9, and
the proft from the sale of electricity to the upstream network
is stated in term 10.Te generation cost of MTs is considered

in some studies as a quadratic function. However, in [42],
a linear model has been used for the production cost
function of MTs due to computational load reduction.
Terefore, in the objective function, instead of this nonlinear
term, a linear term is used in relation.

f1 � Min 
t
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s
tμt.

(40)

In equation (41), the active power fow is represented.
However, here, x(k, j) is constant and indicates the status of
the system lines resulting from the frst step. Terefore, this
relation no longer needs to be linearized by equation (9).

Pk,j,t � x(k, j) × 
j

1 + ∆Vk,t + ∆Vj,t  Gk,j + Bk,j,t.θkj,t , ∀ k.

(41)

Te second step equations are equations (8) and
(10)–(40) that index i should be used instead of index k.

3.1. Multiobjective Modeling. Te emission of the smart
distribution systems is formulated based on a linear equation
(42). Te total production of each unit is multiplied by
a fxed factor to obtain the emission value of the unit, which
is shown in Table 1 [43].

f2 � 
t


i

φi × p
G
i,t. (42)

In the problem of multiobjective mathematical pro-
gramming, in most cases, there is a confict between the
objectives, that is, the improvement of the result of one of the
objectives leads to the deterioration of the results of the other
objectives. Terefore, the main diference between multi-
objective and single-objective problems is that there is no
single optimal solution in multiobjective problems that
optimize all objectives simultaneously [44].

3.1.1. Epsilon-Constraint Method. Te epsilon-constraint
method is described below to solve a multiobjective opti-
mization problem.

Minf1(x),

subject tof2(x)≤ e2.
(43)

In the two-objective problem of emission and cost of the
units, acts as themain objective function, which is the system
cost, and emission (f2(x)) act as a constraint. In addition, x

is an array of decision variables, which in this problem are

the generation power of units. By changing the e2, Pareto
solutions to the problem are generated (in this problem,
there are 10 Pareto solutions) [45]. To solve the epsilon-
constraint method, the problem is solved as a single objective
by considering the main objective function (cost). In this
case, cost is at its lowest amount, and the emission is at its
highest amount. Ten, emission is solved as a single ob-
jective. As a result of this, the emission is at its lowest value,
and the cost is at its highest value. Ten, to generate Pareto
solutions, the model is solved as a single-objective problem
by considering the cost as a main objective function and
emission as a subobjective function (constraint) as shown in
equation (43). By changing the amount of e2, Pareto solu-
tions are generated.

3.1.2. Fuzzy Decision-Making Method. By accessing all the
Pareto solutions after solving the problem, the decision-
maker should choose one of the Pareto solutions according
to the prioritization and as the fnal solution. To choose the
best answer for the decision-maker, it is suggested to use the
fuzzy method with a linear membership function [43]. Te
proposed fuzzy decision-making method and its member-
ship functions are defned as (44) and (45), used for max-
imization and minimization, respectively. Te output of
objective functions in case of worst and best answers is
arranged in the order of the nadir point fSN

n and ideal point
fu

n . Te optimality of the objective function is indicated by
μr

n in the r-th Pareto solution number. μr
n is the membership

function fn in the r-th Pareto solution number, and fr
n is the

expression of the value of the objective function fn in the r-
th Pareto solution number. Te general membership
function of the r-th Pareto solution is called μr, which is
calculated according to (46), where ωn is the importance
factor of the n-th objective function. Decision-maker is the
responsible for the values of the importance coefcients. For
example, if environmental issues are the decision-maker’s
top priority, f1 will be given a lower value, and if fnancial
issues are more important, f1 will be given a higher value
[43]. Te best solution is the one with the highest amount of
μr.
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(1) Maximization:
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(2) Minimization:
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(45)

μr �


P
n�1ωn · μr

n


P
n�1ωn

. (46)

Both models are mixed-integer linear programming
problems and are solved in GAMS software with the
powerful CPLEX solver.

4. Case Studies

Te simulation is performed on an IEEE 33-bus system to
validate the proposed scheme, as shown in Figure 2 [41].Te
information about the ESS and DG resources used is shown
in Table 2 [41]. In the studied system, the power of each
residential house is assumed to be 10 kW. Te smart devices
inside each house are divided into adjustable, interruptible,
and deferrable (shiftable) devices. For home appliances,
uncontrollable appliances are considered 0.8 kW. Also,
3.5 kW of the total power of equipment with frst priority,
3.1 kW of equipment with second priority, and 2.6 kW of
equipment with third priority are assumed for each house
[45]. Table 1 shows the MT information. Information on the
wind, solar, and load coefcients and energy prices are
shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Table 3 shows the

costs associated with the model parameters. Problems are
solved in two case studies, single objective and
multiobjective.

4.1.Te Single-Objective Solution to the Problem. In this case,
the emission is not considered. A fault between buses 4 and 5
is considered for testing the proposed model in the frst
layer. Figure 5 shows the optimal system arrangement after
fault between buses 4 and 5 (frst layer output). Since the aim
is to island the faulty area, connecting tie switches 33, 35, and
37 is impossible. Because by connecting these switches, the
MG no longer acts as an island. Four island MGs are formed
in the faulty area after isolating the line between buses 4 and
5. Te frst MG is shown in pink, the second MG in red, the
third MG in green, and the fourth MG in blue. Tie switches
34 and 36 are closed. Switches 7, 10, 15, 16, and 31 are also
open. As seen in Figure 6, the radiality condition of the faulty
area is maintained.

According to the optimal arrangement in layer 1, the
unit commitment problem is implemented in the second
layer. Te output results for the second layer are shown in
Table 4. Te frst point in Table 4 is that the MTs connected
to the upstream network (19, 25) have no output. According
to the energy price shown in Figure 7 at 19:00 and 20:00, it
may be seen that the energy price in these two hours is less
than 0.1 $/kWh. Since the generation cost of MTs is esti-
mated at 0.1 $/kWh, the program prefers to purchase
electricity from the upstream network instead of utilizing
MTs to decrease operation costs. However, other MTs have
outputs with the capacity specifed in Table 4. Te second
point is that the MT 5 in MG 1 is charged (its battery) in this
state, which is not logical (due to the emergency state). Te
reason for charging battery 5 is that the minimum amount of
battery 5 is 30 kW, while the initial charge status of battery 5
is 15 kW. Due to the minimum amount of the battery, in this
situation, battery 5 reaches its minimum charge (30 kW) by
charging 15.789 kW at 19:00. Te rest of the batteries are
discharged until the minimum battery charge is reached. No
interruptions occurred at 19:00 and 20:00. To reduce op-
erating costs, the load shedding is 913,513 kW at 19:00 and
1012.724 kW at 20:00.

Figures 5 and 7 show priorities 2 and 3 of load shedding
per bus, respectively. Since priority 1 of load shedding is of
the highest importance, and the highest cost of load shed-
ding in the DR program, no priority 1 of load-shedding has
been shed at 19:00 and 20:00. Priority 3 of load shedding has
the lowest value due to its lower importance. Terefore,

Table 1: MT information [41].

MT location Maximum
power (kW)

Incremental
rate (kW)

Reduction
rate (kW)

Minimum
on time
(hours)

Minimum
downtime
(hours)

Minimum
uptime
(hours)

Initial
condition
of MTs

Start-up and
shutdown
cost ($)

φi
(kg/kW)

15 800 250 250 250 2 2 1 3 0.012
18 650 250 250 250 2 2 1 3 0.03
19 100 100 100 100 2 2 0 3 0.075
25 750 250 250 250 2 2 0 3 0.035
29 750 250 250 250 2 2 1 3 0.035
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according to Figure 7, the load shedding in these loads has
occurred in the highest amount. According to Figure 5,
priority 2 of load shedding is higher in diferent buses. In
Figures 5 and 7, buses 24 and 25 have the highest load-
shedding rates (because these two buses have a large load).

Te proposed model is compared with the results of [41]
to validate the results. Te execution time of the proposed
method is lower than [41] (and all studies that have used the
nonlinear model in this layer). Te technique used by [41]
and most of the methods in the literature are not practically

applicable to large systems. In contrast, the proposed scheme
performs any system in the shortest possible time. Te
second advantage of the proposed scheme is to reduce the
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Figure 2: Test system [41].

Table 2: Information on DG and battery resources [41].

ESS PV WT
ESS location Minimum charge Power (kW) PV location Initial charge Power (kW) Location WT Power (kW)
5 0.2 150 3 0.1 60 4 30
14 0.2 15 9 0.9 60 16 85
20 0.2 200 17 0.8 40 22 60
33 0.2 200 28 0.5 50 24 50

26 50
30 70

Solar Power Mult.
Wind Power Mult.
Load Mult.

0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 240
Time (h)

Figure 3: Wind, solar, and load coefcients [41].
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Figure 4: Energy prices [41].

Table 3: Parameters for calculating the relevant costs [41, 45].

Parameters Value ($/MWh)
CG 0.1
CD 0.3
Cemi 0.02
CLS4 5
CLS1 3.5
CLS2 3
CLS3 2.2
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Figure 6: Optimal system arrangement after fault between buses 4 and 5 (frst layer output).

Table 4: Second layer results from fault between buses 4 and 5.

Time
Optimal load planning Nondispatchable resources planning

SOC Power (kW) Bus Network sectionsLoad shedding Load outage
Power (kW) Power (kW)

19:00 913.513 —

— 434.112 Exchange Section connected to the upstream91.452 61.693 ES20
30 −15.789 ES5 MG 1— 650 MT29

106.667 39 ES14 MG 2— 511.743 MT15
— 349.3 MT18 MG 4

20:00 1012.724 —

— 515.188 Exchange Section connected to the upstream40 46.307 ES20
— 650 MT29 MG 1
— 554.394 MT15 MG 230 69 ES14
— 338.7 MT18 MG 440 54 ES33
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number of switches. In [41], 12 switching operations have
occurred.

In contrast, in the proposed approach, the number of
switches is 8. Te number of MGs formed is 4 and 2 for the
proposed approach and the study in [41], respectively. Also,
the total load shedding in the proposed approach in the self-
healing period is 104.726 less than the study in [41].
Terefore, the proposed approach in this study has a con-
siderable advantage over the existing methods in the liter-
ature. In order to validate the results of the proposed
method, the comparison of the present study with the study
in [41] is mentioned in Table 5.

4.2. Solving theTwo-ObjectiveProblemofCost andEmission in
the Smart Distribution System Using the Epsilon Constraint
Method. In order to solve the problem, the two-objective
method has been used. Te frst objective function is
considered the main objective function (f1), and the

second objective function, i.e. emission, is considered the
problem constraint (f2). Te problem is solved based on
the equations mentioned earlier. As shown in Figure 8, the
amount of emission and the cost are inversely related. As
one increases, the other decreases. Tis is because in order
to have less emission, it is necessary to use more units that
are more expensive and produce less emission.

First, to solve the epsilon-constraint method, the
problem is solved as a single objective by considering the
cost. In this case, the cost is at its lowest (21,811.972 $), and
the emission is at its highest (1,790.768 kg). Ten, the
problem is solved as a single objective by only considering
the emission. In this case, the emission is at its lowest value
(186.472 kg), and the cost is at its highest (189,082.811 $).
Ten, to generate Pareto solutions, the model is solved as
a single-objective problem by considering the cost as a main
objective function and emission as a subobjective function
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Figure 7: Priority 3 of load shedding.

Table 5: Comparison of results with the study in [41].

Execution time of layer
1 (s) Load shedding (kW) Number of MG Number of switches

Proposed method 1 1926.237 4 8
Reference [41] 15.3 2030.963 2 12

CostIII=123.3 k$
EmissionIII= 0.54 Mg

CostII=144.7 k$
EmissionII= 0.36 Mg

CostI=28.9 k$
EmissionI= 1.6 Mg
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Figure 8: Pareto optimal solutions, the cost versus emission.
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Figure 9: Cumulative cost and emission of the smart distribution
system.
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(constraint). Te problem is solved this way, and 10 Pareto
solutions are generated, as shown in Figure 9.

Te fuzzy method is used to select the best solution. On
the other hand, this problem is solved in three diferent
categories.

Category I: the importance factor of the cost objective
function is considered to be double the emission one
Category II: the importance factor of the emission
objective function is considered to be double the cost
Category III: the importance factor of the cost objective
function is considered equal to the emission one

According to the expressed categories and as shown in
Figure 10, the best Pareto solution is obtained in each
category. Te second Pareto solution is selected as the best
one in category I. Te ninth and eighth Pareto solutions are
chosen as the best solutions in category II and III, re-
spectively. Figure 8 shows the cost and emission of these
Pareto solutions, and Figure 10 shows their membership
values.

Figure 9 shows the cost and emission cumulatively for
24 hours.

 . Conclusion

Distribution system restoration is one of the steps of self-
healing smart distribution systems. After isolating the fault,
restoration has two stages, including restoration and unit
commitment. One of the challenges for researchers to solve the
restoration problem in large-scale distribution systems is the
considerable time to solve the problem. Tis study presents
a new linear model for solving the postfault restoration
problem, which signifcantly reduces the time and ensures the
optimal solution due to mathematical solvers. In the frst layer,
the faulty area is transformed into one or multi-island-
operatingMGs. Optimal island-operatingMGs after the fault is
one of the essential advantages of the proposed scheme.

Furthermore, in the second layer, using the new ar-
rangement in the frst step, the problem of unit commitment
in a smart distribution system is solved by a linear model.Tis
study uses ES and various dispatchable and nondispatchable

generations, along with DR tools. Controllable loads are
divided into adjustable loads and interruptible and shiftable
loads to exploit the DR tool. Using DR schemes in self-healing
mode reduces system operating costs. Comparing the pre-
sented numerical results with existing methods ensures the
excellent performance of the proposed method. Another goal
of this paper is to use multiobjective modeling and the epsilon
constraint method to minimize the cost and emission of the
system. Te results indicated that, in the multiobjective
model, we should have a trade-of between cost and emission
to have an appropriate solution among Pareto solutions.

Nomenclature

Sets

i, j: Set of nodes
t: Set of times
k: Set of nodes in frst layer

Parameters

PD
i,t: Active power of the loads

PWT
i,t : Active power of WT

PPV
i,t : Active power of PV

Gi,j: Conductance of lines
CG: Cost of generation
CLS1: Cost of load shedding with priority 1
Pload1D

i,t: Te total active power for priority 1
of loads

Pload2D
i,t: Te total active power for priority 2

of loads
Pload3D

i,t: Te total active power for priority 3
of loads

Pload4D
i,t: Te total active power of

noncontrollable loads
Cb

t : Price of buying from the upstream network
∆v: Te amount of allowable voltage changes

in the distribution network
Smax

i : Te maximum apparent power of MTs
πc: Te efciency of the ESS charge
πd: Te efciency of the ESS discharge
ECi: Te capacity of ESS
SDC/STC: Shutdown/start-up cost of MTs
Bi,j: Susceptance of lines
RDi/RUi: Ramp-down/ramp-up of MTs
SDi/SUi: Ramp limit for shutdown/start-up of MTs
Cs

t : Price of selling electricity to the upstream
network

CD: Proft from the sale of electricity
CLS2: Cost of load shedding with priority 2
CLS3: Cost of load shedding with priority 3
CLS4: Cost of load outage
aG

i , bG
i , cG

i : Fuel cost function coefcients
U0

i /S
0
i : Te on/of duration of unit i at the

beginning of the investigated period (end
of t� 0)

Pch,max
i /Pdch,max

i : Maximum charge/discharge power of ESS
SOCmax

i : Maximum SOC of ESS
UTi/DTi: Minimum up-time/down-time of MTs

Cost Mem.
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Tot. Mem. In S. I
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Figure 10: Variation of the total membership and cost and
emission functions versus Pareto optimal solutions.
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pg
(i,t)

/pg(i,t): Minimum/maximum output power
of MTs

T: Number of hours of the planning period

Variables

Pi,t: Te active power fow
pG

i,t: Te total amount of active power generation
pE

i,t: Te amount of power to charge or
discharge ESS

PLS1: Priority 1 of load shedding
θij,t: Angle between voltage bus i and j in hour t
PLS2: Priority 2 of load shedding
PLS3: Priority 3 of load shedding
∆Vi,t/∆Vj,t: Te amount of voltage changes
Si: Apparent power
Vi,t: Bus voltage
ϕi,t/λi,t: Binary variable for discharge/charge ESS
zi,t/yi,t: Binary variable for shutdown/start-up of MTs
ui,t: Binary variable to indicate the up or down

status of MTs
Csi,t: Binary variable to determine the buses that are

omitted
PLS4: Load outage
λt: Selling power to the upstream network
μt: Buying power from the upstream network
SOCi,t: State of charge of ESS.
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